Expo workflows

**Managed workflow**
- Create new project: expo init
- Develop locally: expo start
- Build project: expo build
- Deploy to App store: expo upload
- Publish update: expo publish

**Bare workflow**
- Create new project: react-native init
- Develop locally: XCode, Android Studio, react-native-cli

---

**Flexbox layout - flexDirection**

- flexDirection: row
- flexDirection: flex-start
- flexDirection: flex-end
- flexDirection: column
- flexDirection: column-reverse

[https://facebook.github.io/react-native/docs/0.61/flexbox](https://facebook.github.io/react-native/docs/0.61/flexbox)

---

**Flexbox layout - justifyContent**

- justifyContent: flex-start
- justifyContent: center
- justifyContent: flex-end
- justifyContent: space-between
- justifyContent: space-around

[https://facebook.github.io/react-native/docs/0.61/flexbox](https://facebook.github.io/react-native/docs/0.61/flexbox)

---

**Flexbox layout - alignItems**

- alignItems: flex-start
- alignItems: center
- alignItems: flex-end
- alignItems: stretch

[https://facebook.github.io/react-native/docs/0.61/flexbox](https://facebook.github.io/react-native/docs/0.61/flexbox)
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https://facebook.github.io/react-native/docs/0.59/flexbox